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h NOT ONLY CONTINUING Moore’s law but also ever-

increasing needs for high-performance and low-power

integrated circuits (ICs) and systems have been

leading researchers to explore various technological

options such as multigate transistors, vertical transis-

tors, carbon nanotube field-effect transistors, optical

interconnects, on-chip wireless interconnects, and

extreme ultraviolet lithography. One of the promising

breakthrough technologies is 3-D integration, which is

expected to provide numerous benefits in almost all

aspects such as chip area, wirelength, performance,

power consumption, intermodule bandwidth, device

density, and heterogeneous integration [1]–[5]. Three-

dimensional integration (including 2.5-D integration)

is placing and packaging in a single chip multiple

device layers that should otherwise be packaged in

each chip, mounted on a printed circuit

board (PCB), and routed through PCB

traces. As shown in Figure 1, the concept

of 3-D integration is simple and 3-D

integration is expected to provide nu-

merous benefits as mentioned above, so

3-D integration has been actively re-

searched in academia and industry for

more than ten years.

As of the beginning of 2015, however,

commercial products using 3-D integration are very

few [6], [7]. A potentially representative application

exploiting the benefits that 3-D integration provides

is the so-called 3-D-stacked DRAM such as wide

input/output (I/O), wide I/O 2, hybrid memory cube,

and high bandwidth memory [8], [9]. These mem-

ory technologies achieve high integration density by

stacking multiple memory layers in a single package

and high memory bandwidth by vertical intercon-

nects much smaller than the PCB trace. Another

application is the 3-D-stacked CMOS image sensor in

which pixel arrays are placed in a die, logic is placed

in another die, and the two dies are stacked vertically

[2], [10]. Three-dimensional-stacked CMOS image

sensors have smaller form factor than 2-D CMOS

image sensors and could be cheaper due to

heterogeneous integration because one of the dies

can be fabricated using a cheap technology if it does

not require any expensive technology. Two-and-a-

half-dimensional field-programmable gate array

(FPGA) is also a good application as is shown in a

commercial chip [7]. Although various applications
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have been suggested in academia and industry, these

are theonly representative applications realizable in the

very near future.

The delay of adoption of 3-D integration in the

mainstream semiconductor market might be due to

various reasons such as the lack of applications,

limitations that 3-D integration inherently has (such

as higher heat density), and the lack of standards and

computer-aided design (CAD) tools supporting 3-D

integrated circuits and systems. In this paper, we review

four different 3-D integration technologies: 2.5-D

integration, through silicon via (TSV) based, inductive

coupling based, and monolithic 3-D integration. Then,

we discuss challenges to overcome for adoption of 3-D

integration in the mainstream semiconductor market.

We also present uncharted design and optimization

problems to solve for the design of 3-D ICs.

Three-dimensional integration
technology

In this section, we review and discuss four 3-D

integration technologies (2.5-D, TSV-based 3-D,

inductive-coupling-based 3-D, and monolithic 3-D)

shown in Figure 2.

Two-and-a-half-dimensional integration
In silicon interposer-based 3-D integration (name-

ly 2.5-D integration), multiple chips are mounted on

a silicon interposer and communicate through inter-

poser routing as shown in Figures 1 and 2a. Through

silicon vias (TSVs) are fabricated inside the silicon

Figure 1. Two-and-a-half-dimensional integration.

Figure 2. Four representative 3-D integration technologies: (a) 2.5-D; (b) TSV-based 3-D; (c) inductive
coupling-based 3-D; and (d) monolithic 3-D.
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interposer to connect the interposer routing in the

front side and C4 bumps in the backside of the inter-

poser [11], [12]. Two-and-a-half-dimensional integra-

tion achieves smaller form factor than 2-D ICs by

mounting multiple dies on a silicon interposer and

packaging them instead of packaging each of them

and mounting them on a PCB. Since interposer rout-

ing is smaller than PCB routing, 2.5-D integration

enables shorter interchip communication distance

leading to shorter delay and lower power consump-

tion than connecting 2-D ICs on a PCB. Xilinx Virtex-7

2000T is a commercial product integrating four FPGA

chips in a single package using 2.5-D integration

technology [7]. In addition, 2.5-D integration has an

advantage in yield because it is possible in 2.5-D in-

tegration to build many small dies and connect them

in the interposer.

Although the initial concept of 2.5-D integration

was mounting 2-D ICs on an interposer, mounting

3-D ICs is also possible, as shown in Figure 1. An

advantage of mounting 3-D ICs on an interposer in-

stead of stacking them in a single 3-D IC is in the

better heat dissipation capacity of the 2.5-D integra-

tion. As seen in Figure 2, 2.5-D integration has larger

surface area than other types of 3-D ICs, so it has

larger contact area to a heat sink at the cost of larger

form factor (or footprint area). In addition, each chip

can be tested before it is mounted on the silicon

interposer, so only good dies can be mounted and

the total yield can go up.

TSV-based 3-D integration
TSVs are conductors fabricated in the silicon la-

yer, as shown in Figure 2b. TSVs are used to connect

themetal layers above and below the TSVs so that the

transistors in the stacked dies can communicate

through them. TSV fabrication processes are compa-

tible with modern CMOS processes as presented in

many papers. Especially, TSVs can be fabricated

before front-end-of-line (FEOL), between FEOL and

back-end-of-line (BEOL), or after BEOL depending

on the manufacturing process. Conductor such as

copper, tungsten, and polysilicon is used for TSVs

and barrier and liner layers surrounding the TSVs are

also created. A side of a TSV is connected to the

metal 1 layer (or a higher metal layer depending on

the technology) in the same die and the other side is

connected to a microbump and/or a backside metal

layer for 3-D connections, as shown in Figure 2b.

As of 2015, typical size (width or diameter) of a

TSV is 1–5 �m [4], [13]. Therefore, using TSVs for

interdie communication enables very high band-

width between dies, which is actively exploited in

some applications such as wide I/O memory. In

addition, TSV-based 3-D integration provides higher

volume density than 2.5-D integration, thereby ena-

bling potentially better performance and/or lower

power consumption. Due to its structural simplicity,

CMOS process compatibility, and the numerous

benefits predicted or shown in various works, TSV-

based 3-D integration has been actively researched

and various TSV manufacturing processes, analysis

results, and design and optimization algorithms

have been proposed for TSV-based 3-D ICs.

A constraint imposed on TSV locations in the

design of 3-D ICs is that a TSV has keep-out zone

(KOZ) within which transistors or other TSVs cannot

be placed. When TSVs are fabricated, different ther-

mal expansion coefficients of the TSV material and

silicon induce tensile stress around the TSVs, which

could lead to crack or damage. The mechanical

stress also leads to carrier mobility variation in the

transistors placed around TSVs. KOZ protects TSVs

and surrounding silicon from crack and damage due

to tensile stress, and transistors around TSVs from

mobility variation [14]–[18].

Inductive coupling
Wireless (or contactless) 3-D integration uses

capacitive or inductive coupling for interdie com-

munication, as shown in Figure 2c [19], [20]. In-

ductive coupling shows many advantages over

capacitive coupling because the communication

distance of capacitive coupling is limited to a very

short range whereas that of inductive coupling is

much longer [21]. The inductors in inductive

coupling channels are implemented in the metal

layers of each die, so fabrication of the inductors for

inductive coupling channels does not require any

special or additional processes. In addition, in-

creasing the transmission power or upsizing the in-

ductors can increase the transmission gain, which

easily enables longer communication distance. In

addition, data rate of a single inductive coupling

channel is much higher than that of a single TSV

channel (e.g., 32 versus 1 Gb/s), so each inductive

coupling channel can utilize serializers in its

transmitter and deserializers in its receiver to

transmit a set of signals [21], [22].
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Three-dimensional integration based on induc-

tive coupling provides a few advantages over TSV-

based or monolithic 3-D integration. Above all,

inductive coupling naturally enables heterogeneous

3-D integration. In detail, the inductive coupling

channels do not require any additional circuits for

interdie communication, so multiple dies operating

under different supply voltage values can naturally

communicate with each other through the channels.

However, interdie communication in TSV-based 3-D

ICs requires level shifters in the same situation,

which restricts the applicability of TSV-based 3-D ICs

to heterogeneous 3-D integration. Since inductive

coupling channels are free from voltage level

conversion, they provide much higher flexibility in

the design of heterogeneous 3-D ICs and systems.

Inductive coupling channels also naturally coex-

ist with microfluidic channels, which are considered

a very promising cooling solution for 3-D ICs, be-

cause inductors and microfluidic channels are

implemented in metal layers and silicon layers,

respectively. Therefore, microfluidic channels in the

inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs are much easier to

design and can effectively spread heat. On the other

hand, TSVs and microfluidic channels interfere with

each other because both of them are fabricated in

the same silicon layer. Thus, design of 3-D ICs with

microfluidic channels and TSVs requires sophisti-

cated CAD algorithms to find optimal locations of

TSVs and microfluidic channels without sacrificing

performance and power consumption.

Monolithic 3-D integration
Monolithic 3-D integration stacks multiple, very

thin silicon layers, so it is expected to provide themost

fine-grained 3-D integration, as shown in Figure 2d.

Monolithic 3-D ICs can be built by various methods. A

way of stacking multiple thin layers is to fabricate a

bottom layer and deposit a new silicon layer on top

of the bottom layer. For example, Shenet al., [23] use

amorphous silicon (a-Si) deposition, green nanosec-

ond laser spike annealing (GN–LSA) crystallization,

and low-temperature thinning to form a new silicon

layer (so, thismethod is actually not stacking the layers

but fabricating the layers sequentially). On the other

hand, two separate layers can be fabricated separately

and stacked and one of them can be thinned. For

instance, monolithic 3-D RCAT flow by monolithic

IC3D [24] stacks the second layer onto the first (base)

layer and cuts the thick body of the second layer out

by ion-cut cleave, which is followed by gate formation

and metallization. In any case, the additional layers

are very thin (100–200 nm), so the vertical height of

interlayer vias is very short. Therefore, the parasitic

resistance and capacitance of an interlayer via are

almost negligible. The negligible parasitic resistance

and capacitance (RC) and the very tiny size of the

monolithic interlayer vias (MIVs) enable themost fine-

grained 3-D integration, potentially the largest amount

of performance improvement and power reduction,

and the smallest form factor.

Challenges and opportunities
Although a huge amount of research effort has

been put on design and test methodologies, optimi-

zation algorithms, modeling, and analysis for 3-D

ICs, there are still fundamental challenges and new

issues to resolve for adoption of 3-D ICs in the main-

stream semiconductor market. In this section, we

discuss challenges and issues in 3-D integration.

Applications
Three-dimensional integration has disadvantages

such as higher heat density, more difficult testability,

and more expensive manufacturing cost, so the

amount of benefits that each application obtains

from 3-D integration should be sufficiently large. As

of 2015, however, applications that can fully exploit

the benefits that 3-D integration provides are very

limited, so finding more killer applications for 3-D

integration is one of the most important and chal-

lenging works for successful commercialization of

the 3-D integration technologies.

Bandwidth. The 3-D-stacked memory benefits from

very wide memory bandwidth are enabled by very

small interlayer vias [4], [25]–[27]. For instance, the

numbers of signal interlayer vias in [25], [26], and

[4] are 821, 32 768, and 7424, respectively. In the

same way, integrating multiple chips into a single 3-D

IC can replace PCB traces connecting the chips by

interlayer vias, thereby achieving very high die-to-die

(chip-to-chip) bandwidth. However, ‘‘What applica-

tions require the very high bandwidth?’’ is still an

open question. The wide I/O is a good example, but

just one application is not enough for commercial-

ization. A potential application in this area is integrat-

ingmany cores (e.g., network-on-chip) in a single 3-D

IC [4], [28], otherwise a subset of the cores should

be packaged in each chip and the chips should be
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connected on a PCB, which would have much lower

performance than the 3-D IC. In addition, if too many

intercore connections are required, the system may

not be physically realizable. Thus, 3-D integration

would be the only realizable technology for those

applications.

Power consumption. To achieve significant power

consumption by 3-D integration, several open ques-

tions should be answered, such as the following.

1) What chips should be stacked to benefit from I/O

power reduction?

2) What chips should be redesigned in 3-D to re-

duce power by wirelength reduction and short-

ened clock tree?

3) How can we develop CAD algorithms to reduce

wirelength?

Driving PCB traces consumes a huge amount of

power for their large capacitance, but stacking mul-

tiple chips in a 3-D IC and communicating through

low-parasitic interlayer vias can significantly reduce

the I/O power consumption. The 3-D-stacked

memory is a good example. In [4], the whole chip

composed of cores and memories consumes ap-

proximately 3.8 W. However, if the core and memory

dies are packaged separately and connected

through PCB traces, the power consumption only

for I/O would be approximately 4.0 W, assuming all

the signal I/O pads (in total, 7424 interdie signals) in

both the core and memory chips switch every clock

cycle, and the total power would be approximately

8 W, which is twice the power consumption of the

3-D chip. Therefore, the 3-D-stacked memory signifi-

cantly reduces power consumption by replacing

PCB traces and I/O cells by interlayer vias. Similarly,

Xilinx showed that integrating four FPGA chips in a

single package reduced power consumption from

112 to 19 W [7].

Another way to reduce power consumption is to

redesign a 2-D IC in 3-D. Redesigning a chip in 3-D

can shorten the logic and clock wires and remove

some buffers, thereby reducing dynamic power con-

sumption [29], [30]. However, the amount of power

reduction shown in the papers is not sufficiently

large for commercialization. For instance, the inter-

connect power of modern VLSI chips occupies

20%–30% of the total power consumption [30], [31].

Assuming the interconnect power is 30% of the total

power consumption and the interconnect power is

proportional to the interconnect length for simple

approximation, shortening the total interconnect

length by 30% and 50% reduces the total power

consumption by 9% and 15%, respectively. In reality,

Thorolfsson et al., [29] reduced the total wire length

by 56.9%, but the total power reduced only by

4.4% by 3-D integration using 180-nm technology

and 2.5-�m-diameter TSVs. Panthet al., [30] reduced

the total interconnect length by 20% and achieved

15.57% total power reduction by monolithic 3-D in-

tegration at 28 nm. In the latter, all the cell power, net

power, and leakage power reduced and contributed

to the total power reduction.

Stacking more dies in a single 3-D IC is another

way to shorten signal and clock wires, thereby re-

ducing dynamic power consumption. In [32], for

example, the wirelength of a specific benchmark is

minimizedwhen it is designed in five dies. Therefore,

more noticeable power reduction could be achieved

by stacking more dies [3]. However, stacking more

dies generally requires insertion of more interlayer

vias. Thus, if the parasitic RC of interlayer vias are not

negligible or inserting more interlayer vias causes

serious area overhead (e.g., inductors for inductive

coupling), stacking more dies might not reduce

dynamic power consumption sufficiently.

Form factor. The 3-D-stacked CMOS image sensor

places image sensors on a die and processing logic

on another die and stacks them in 3-D, thereby

achieving smaller form factor than the traditional 2-D

CMOS image sensor [33], [34]. For instance,

Suntharalingam et al., [33] stack seven layers con-

sisting of two 3-D image layers and five supporting

layers, and Lee et al., [34] stack three layers consist-

ing of an image sensor layer and two supporting

layers, thereby reducing the form factor significantly.

A common feature found in these works is that the

stacked layers are highly independently modular-

ized. The two main supporting layers in [33] are the

master and slave analog–digital converter (ADC)/

control layers. Similarly, the two layers under the

image sensor layer in [34] are the correlated double

sampling and ADC layers. Since the systems are

easily partitionable and the number of interlayer

connections is not many (in total, 336 in [33]), the

3-D-stacked CMOS image sensor is a good example

for achieving smaller form factor by 3-D integration.

However, just an application is not enough for
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successful commercialization of 3-D integration and

‘‘What applications are easily partitionable into

balanced area?’’ is still an open question.

A potential application in this area is splitting a

multicore chip into multiple core andmemory layers

and stacking them as shown in [4] and [35] as long

as the number of connections among them is not

many. This application is easily partitionable be-

cause the cores and thememory blocks are indepen-

dently modularized. The simple connectivity plays

an important role in the physical design step because

it enables manual physical design (partitioning and

placement of the partitioned modules and interlayer

vias). If the connectivity is complex, however, CAD

tools would be required to automatically place the

submodules and interlayer vias.

Performance. Performance benefits can be ob-

tained in several ways. For instance, the wide I/O

improves performance by loading a large memory

block in a short period using the wide memory

bandwidth. In this case, the direct benefit of 3-D in-

tegration is achieving the wide bandwidth between

dies, but the ultimate benefit is the performance im-

provement [26]. On the other hand, Saito et al., [25]

achieve 43% latency reduction by reorganizing

memory elements, which leads to performance im-

provement of the system. Performance improvement

can also be obtained by redesigning 2-D ICs in 3-D.

Thorolfsson et al., [29] achieved 19.7% critical path

delay reduction, and Kim et al., [32] also achieved

20%–50% critical path delay reduction by redesign-

ing in two layers. Lee et al., [36] showed that mono-

lithic 3-D ICs achieved even better timing than

TSV-based 3-D ICs. Redesigning 2-D ICs in 3-D re-

duces the footprint area, so the total wirelength goes

down and the critical path delay is improved. Thus,

it achieves both smaller form factor and perfor-

mance improvement.

However, ‘‘What chips can be redesigned in 3-D to

maximize performance?’’ and ‘‘How can we improve

performance?’’ are still open questions. Performance

could be improved by: 1) increased operation fre-

quency achieved by reducing critical path delay;

2) increased throughput achieved by increasing

communication bandwidth and integrating more

processing elements; and 3) improved architectures

enabled by 3-D integration [37]. Unfortunately,

improving performance by 3-D integration in many

cases requires very effective and efficient CAD algo-

rithms, which are not mature yet. We will discuss CAD

tools for 3-D integration in the CAD tools section.

Thermal issues
Three-dimensional ICs have higher device densi-

ty than 2-D ICs, so heat dissipation per unit volume is

higher than that of 2-D ICs. In addition, dies seating in

themiddle of a 3-D IC have longer heat path to the top

and bottom heat sinks and higher heat coupling with

neighboring dies than the dies on the boundary

close to the heat sinks. This heat dissipation and

thermal coupling problem is translated into the in-

crease of the maximum and average temperature, so

3-D ICs are more vulnerable to thermal problems

than 2-D ICs, which is a major bottleneck for adop-

tion of 3-D ICs.

Two-and-a-half-dimensional integration of 2-D ICs

has the lowest heat coupling compared to the other

3-D integration methodologies because heat dis-

sipation per unit surface area does not increase.

However, lateral heat coupling exists among the in-

tegrated 2-D dies in 2.5-D integration. Temperature in

2.5-D integration highly depends on the interposer

material, as shown in [38], but the other 3-D integra-

tion technologies have more serious thermal issues

than 2.5-D integration. Heat coupling in TSV- and

inductive-coupling-based 3-D integration signifi-

cantly increases the temperature. In addition, mono-

lithic 3-D integration has the highest device density

per volume among all the 3-D integration technolo-

gies. Assuming all the transistors in different tiers

have the same characteristics [39], heat coupling in

two-tier and three-tier monolithic 3-D ICs have ap-

proximately 10 �C and 25 �C higher maximum tem-

perature than 2-D ICs, respectively [40].

To reduce the temperature and distribute heat

effectively, various cooling and optimization method-

ologies have been proposed. One of themost effective

cooling techniques is the microfluidic cooling (MFC).

MFC inserts microfluidic channels carrying cooling

fluid into the siliconbulk so that the silicon substrate is

cooled down by the cooling fluid. However, micro-

fluidic channels are inserted into the silicon bulk, so

they overlap with TSVs. Due to this, the design of

TSV-based 3-D ICs with MFC requires sophisticated

design and optimization algorithms [41], [42]. On the

other hand, inductive links and silicon bulk do not

overlap in inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs.

Various design-level optimization algorithms

have also been proposed to resolve the heat problem.
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Via planning such as thermal via insertion and TSV

alignment spreads heat more effectively just by

increasing the heat conductivity of the whole 3-D

chip [43]–[45]. Optimization of cell locations during

placement can also reduce temperature [46], [47].

CAD tools
Physical design of 3-D ICs requires new tools for

design, analysis, and optimization. In this section, we

discuss uncharted problems to solve for successful

commercialization of each 3-D integration technology.

Two-and-a-half-dimensional integration
Enabling 2.5-D integration requires floorplanning

on a silicon interposer and routing through the in-

terposer. Although the dies are located on top of the

interposer and the routing layers are inside the inter-

poser, routing of the 2.5-D ICs is similar to that of 2-D

ICs because flipping the 2.5-D ICs leads to the same

routing structure, i.e., the routing layers exist on top

of the pins. On the other hand, floorplanning for

2.5-D integration is a bit different from that for 2-D

ICs. If 2.5-D integration places 2-D dies on a silicon

interposer, floorplanning of the 2-D dies is almost

the same as the 2-D floorplanning problem that

places 2-D modules on a die.

However, floorplanning of 2-D and 3-D dies across

the chips placed on a silicon interposer has not been

investigated. As Figure 1 shows, real 3-D floorplan-

ning for 2.5-D integration requires determining the

number of 2-D and 3-D dies to mount on a silicon

interposer, the locations of the dies, and the loca-

tions of the modules in each die. In the figure: 1) six

dies are to be placed and two of them are 2-D ICs,

another two of them are two-die 3-D ICs, and the

other two are three-die 3-D ICs; 2) the locations of

the ICs on the silicon interposer are to be

determined; and 3) the locations of all the modules

integrated in the 2.5-D IC are to be optimized.

Definitely the objective function should include

wirelength, routability, performance, and tempera-

ture. Especially, the routability includes not only

intra-IC routability but also inter-IC routability. For

instance, placing two modules having many con-

nections between them in two different chips needs

as many microbump pins as the connection count.

Therefore, poorly placed modules in 2.5-D ICs will

increase the total wirelength and result in unrou-

table designs. Therefore, 3-D floorplanning for the

design of 2.5-D ICs should consider all the metrics

while achieving 100% routability. Thermal-aware 3-D

floorplanning algorithms for 2.5-D integration should

also be developed for more effective heat dissipation

in 2.5-D ICs. The temperature models presented in

[48] and [49] or the temperature optimization

methodology used in [50] could be applied to

temperature analysis and optimization of 2.5-D ICs.

However, intrachip and interchip thermal conduc-

tivities could be very different, so more accurate

thermal analysis and models for 2.5-D ICs and

effective thermal-aware 2.5-D floorplanning algo-

rithms need to be developed.

TSV-based 3-D integration
TSV-based 3-D integration has been one of the

most promising 3-D integration technologies, so a

large amount of efforts has been spent to develop

design and analysis methodologies and optimiza-

tion algorithms for TSV-based 3-D ICs.

Three-dimensional floorplanning. Three-dimen-

sional floorplanning of TSV-based 3-D ICs optimizes

the locations of the blocks in a given netlist in 3-D.

Each block could be a 2-D or 3-D block, and a hard

constraint is that any two blocks should not overlap

horizontally and vertically. Three-dimensional out-

lines (width, height, and vertical length of the target

3-D floorplan) can also be given as a hard constraint.

The objective function should include wirelength,

the volume of the 3-D floorplan, performance, tem-

perature, and so on. Differently from 2-D floorplan-

ning, however, 3-D floorplanning for TSV-based 3-D

ICs should also consider TSV insertion, as shown in

[51]–[53]. Unfortunately, TSV insertion is a chicken-

and-egg problem because optimizing TSV locations

requires the locations of the blocks, but optimiza-

tion of the block locations should consider TSV lo-

cations. If 3-D floorplanning does not consider TSV

locations, many 3-D nets may need detours that will

lead to wirelength overhead. According to [52], 3-D

floorplanning needs to consider block locations,

TSV locations, 3-D routing, and whitespace manip-

ulation, all at the same time to optimize the objective

function. Since some blocks occupy large area or

volume, adjusting the locations of the blocks could

significantly affect the total wirelength. In addition,

the number of TSVs should also be controlled care-

fully to minimize the area overhead for TSV inser-

tion. For this purpose, multilayer obstacle-avoiding

rectilinear Steiner minimum tree (MLOARSMT)
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construction algorithms should be developed. The

wirelength reduction reported in [52] is 7%–38% for

three-die designs and 9%–34% for four-die designs,

but more effective algorithms should be developed

for adoption of 3-D integration.

Similarly to 2-D floorplanning, more various

3-D floorplanning problems exist for more flexible

and useful 3-D floorplanning. Two representative 3-D

floorplanning problems are exploiting soft 3-D

blocks and bufferable 3-D blocks as those for 2-D

floorplanning [54]–[57]. Soft 3-D blocks have varia-

ble dimensions (width, height, and vertical length)

with a range of volume instead of fixed dimensions.

However, the vertical length is discretized because it

is integer multiples of the thickness of a die, assum-

ing all the dies have the same thickness. Bufferable

3-D blocks allow CAD tools to insert buffers and TSVs

into the blocks so that CAD tools can avoid long de-

tours during 3-D routing. All of these 3-D floor-

planning problems have not been investigated yet.

Three-dimensional placement. Three-dimensional

placement optimizes the locations of the standard

cells in a given netlist in 3-D. Three-dimensional

placement is fundamentally the same as 3-D floor-

planning of 2-D blocks because both of them

optimize the locations of the placeable objects

(cells and blocks) in multiple dies. However, per-

turbing a small area to insert TSVs in 3-D placement

does not degrade the total wirelength significantly,

so TSV insertion in 3-D placement can be performed

after cells are placed. However, performing 3-D

placement and TSV insertion at the same time would

generate better layouts. The wirelength reduction

achieved by four-die designs in [32] is 1%–25% and

that in [46] is less than that in [32]. In addition to the

wirelength reduction, critical path delay can also be

reduced by 3-D integration. The critical path delay

reduction achieved by two-die designs in [58] is

approximately 10%.

Since heat dissipation is one of the most im-

portant issues to be solved in 3-D integration,

thermal-aware 3-D placement algorithms have been

developed. Luo et al., [46] and Athikulwongse et al.,

[47] investigated effective heat distribution by

analytically optimizing cell and TSV locations.

Unfortunately, thermal optimization during 3-D

placement degrades wirelength. Therefore, much

more effective 3-D placement algorithms that can

simultaneously optimize wirelength and tempera-

ture should be developed for adoption of TSV-based

3-D integration.

Three-dimensional routing. Routing of 3-D ICs

does not require any new algorithms once TSV loca-

tions are found because routing after TSV insertion

can be performed in each die separately. However,

TSVs can also be inserted during routing after place-

ment. Three-dimensional routing can be performed

by two existing routing algorithms, multilayer global

routing algorithms, and multilayer obstacle-avoiding

rectilinear Steiner tree (MLOARST) algorithms [59].

The former collapses routing resources onto a 2-D

plane, performs 2-D global routing, and expands the

routing result back to 3-D by layer assignment. To

apply this algorithm to 3-D routing, the 2-D global

routing and the layer assignment algorithms need to

consider the number of TSVs to insert and their lo-

cations. On the other hand, the MLOARSTalgorithms

handle placement blockages and 3-D routing, so

they are more suitable for 3-D routing. However, the

runtime of the MLOARST algorithms is long in gene-

ral. A more optimal algorithm than the MLOARST

algorithms for 3-D routing would be an MLOARSMT

algorithm, which has not been investigated in the

literature yet.

Three-dimensional clock tree synthesis. A sim-

ple 3-D clock tree synthesis (CTS) algorithm con-

structs a 2-D clock tree in each die and connects the

source points through TSVs considering the parasitic

RC of the TSVs. This 3-D CTS utilizes the minimum

number of TSVs, but its wirelength would not be the

shortest. On the other hand, utilizing more TSVs

could reduce the wirelength further at the cost of

TSVs [60]. Although the wirelength is of primary

concern in 3-D CTS, prebond and postbond testabil-

ity is also an important issue in 3-D CTS for yield

improvement [61], [62]. Especially, the prebond-

and postbond-testability-aware 3-D CTS should

minimize the wirelength of the 2-D clock tree

constructed for prebond test in each die, that of

the whole 3-D clock tree, skew of both 2-D and 3-D

trees, and power consumption (and the TSV count

depending on the TSV cost).

One of the existing issues in 3-D CTS is whether a

3-D clock tree constructed for a 3-D IC consumes less

power than the 2-D clock tree constructed in its 2-D

counterpart IC. Power reduction in 3-D integration

can also be obtained if the 3-D clock tree has shorter
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wirelength than the 2-D clock tree. However, the

wirelength of the 3-D clock trees shown in [63] is

longer than that of the 2-D clock trees by 33%–46%.

Moreover, the actual power consumption of the 3-D

clock tree is dependent on both the wirelength and

the TSV capacitance. Therefore, even if the planar

wirelength of the 3-D clock tree is shorter than that of

the 2-D clock tree, the 3-D clock tree might consume

more power than the 2-D clock tree. Therefore, 3-D

CTS algorithms should also take the TSV count into

account to minimize the power consumption of the

3-D clock trees.

Three-dimensional power network design. Power
in TSV-based 3-D ICs can be delivered from the

bottommost die (assuming the bottommost die is

connected to I/O cells) to other dies through power/

ground (P/G) TSVs on the chip boundary and/or P/G

TSVs in the core area. In any case, signal TSVs in the

core area interfere with P/G lines and stripes, so 3-D

P/G network design for TSV-based 3-D ICs needs to

handle the discontinuity of P/G lines and stripes

around signal TSVs. If the height of a TSV is greater

than that of a standard cell row, TSVs should be

treated as small IPs, so small P/G rings should be

inserted around each TSV to guarantee the conti-

nuity of P/G lines and stripes. This task could be

simplified by designing a signal TSV cell in which P/G

rings are contained. In this case, P/G routing should

be performed after placement. If TSV locations are

changed during any design step, however, P/G

routing should be reperformed in the layout area

modified.

IR drop in TSV-based 3-D ICs is expected to be

smaller than that in 2-D ICs due to smaller footprint

area. However, P/G TSV insertion inside the core area

can help reduce the IR drop further, so minimizing

the number of P/G TSVs satisfying IR drop constraints

has been researched in several works [64]–[66].

Ldi/dt noise can also be optimized [64], [67] by

optimization of P/G TSV locations.

Inductive-coupling-based 3-D integration
A fundamental difference between an inductive

coupling channel and a TSV is that the inductive

coupling channel has much higher data rate than a

TSV, so transmitting and receiving digital signals

through an inductive coupling channel can use se-

rializers anddeserializers to fully utilize the data rate.

In this case, serialization and deserialization of

multiple nets require that either the initial netlist

should contain serializers and deserializers or the

design software can insert them into the netlist con-

sidering the cell and block locations. This is a new,

unique constraint or task existing in the design of

inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs.

Three-dimensional floorplanning. Three-dimen-

sional floorplanning for inductive-coupling-based

3-D ICs is similar to that for TSV-based 3-D ICs.

However, there are fundamental differences between

these two 3-D floorplanning problems. In the induc-

tive-coupling-based 3-D ICs, two inductive links that

belong to different nets should not overlap vertically

so that the links do not interfere with each other. This

nonoverlap condition is a unique constraint existing

in the 3-D floorplanning of inductive-coupling-based

3-D ICs. Due to this new constraint, each 3-D hard

block should have the locations of the inductive links

in it as input to the 3-D floorplanning so that 3-D

floorplanning can avoid aligning inductors belonging

to different nets. In addition, the number of inductive

links to insert and their locations should also be

considered and/or determined during 3-D floorplan-

ning because the inductive links should be placed in

whitespace similarly to TSVs. Moreover, the data rate

of an inductive link is higher than that of a TSV, so

multiple nets can share a single inductive link by

utilizing serializers and deserializers. In this case,

multiple signals coming from different blocks can

share an inductive link placed in whitespace, so

assignment of signals to inductive links also becomes

an issue in the 3-D floorplanning for inductive-

coupling-based 3-D ICs. However, none of these

subjects have been investigated yet.

Three-dimensional placement and 3-D rou-
ting. Three-dimensional placement for inductive-

coupling-based 3-D ICs needs to place inductive

links, which can be handled similarly to the TSVs in

the TSV-based 3-D ICs. However, there are also funda-

mental differences between them. First, an inductive

link is much larger than a TSV. For instance, the

inductor size ranges between 30 �m� 30 �m and

150 �m� 150 �m, depending on the communica-

tion distance (die thickness) [21], whereas the TSV

size ranges between 1 �m� 1 �m and 5 �m� 5 �m,

depending on the TSV technology. Therefore, plac-

ing cells and inductive links is similar to the 3-D

mixed-size placement problem rather than the 3-D
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gate-level placement. In addition, if it is allowed to

reassign 3-D nets to inductive links, as shown in

Figure 3, 3-D placement algorithms should be able

to consider the reassignment before/during/after

3-D placement, which is a completely new problem.

Another constraint uniquely existing in the 3-D

placement of inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs is

that cells should not be placed between two induc-

tors vertically aligned in multidie (more than two

dies) 3-D ICs. For instance, cells cannot be placed at

the samex- andy-locations as the two inductors

placed in die 1 and die 3 for an inductive link, as

shown in Figure 4. Thus, the area between two in-

ductors vertically aligned is wasted. A way to avoid

this wasted area is to place another inductor in the

middle of them so that the three inductors form a

single inductive channel. This multidie inductive

link can be used to broadcast a signal from a die to

multiple dies and is useful for the 3-D nets connect-

ing cells placed in multiple dies. However, if only a

few 3-D nets connect cells in die 1 and die 2 through

an inductive link and some other nets connect cells

in die 1 and die 3 through the same inductive link, it

actually wastes the resources.

Once the locations of cells and inductive links in

a 3-D IC are finalized, each die in the 3-D IC can be

routed independently. However, if reassignment of

the 3-D nets to inductive links is allowed during

routing, more sophisticated algorithms for the net-to-

link reassignment and the construction of a multi-

layer rectilinear Steiner minimum tree (MLRSMT)

considering the locations of the preplaced inductive

links should be developed and used. Several differ-

ent 3-D routing algorithms such as sequential rout-

ing of 3-D nets and concurrent routing of 3-D nets

could be developed and actual routing of inductive-

coupling-based 3-D ICs will need to consider wire-

length, timing, distribution of available inductive

links, and reassignment of inductive links, which has

not been investigated yet at all.

Three-dimensional clock tree synthesis. Al-
though 3-D CTS for inductive-coupling-based 3-D

ICs is similar to that for TSV-based 3-D ICs, the area

cost of an inductive link is more expensive than that

of a TSV. Therefore, inserting too many inductive

links is prohibitive, which leads to the minimization

of the number of inductive links used for 3-D CTS.

However, minimizing the number of inductive links

in a 3-D clock tree will not reduce the planar wire-

length of the 3-D clock tree. Rather, incorporating

the prebond testability with the minimization of the

inductive link count will likely increase the planar

wirelength of the 3-D clock tree, which will lead to

higher power consumption than the clock tree built

for 2-D ICs. No work exists on 3-D CTS for inductive-

coupling-based 3-D ICs, so more research on this

topic should be conducted for adoption of inductive-

coupling-based 3-D integration.

Three-dimensional power network design. Power
delivery from the bottommost die to other dies in

inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs is more challeng-

ing than that in TSV-based 3-D ICs. Depending on in

Figure 3. Assignment of 3-D nets to
inductive links.

Figure 4. Placing cells between
two inductors is prohibited.
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which metal layer inductors are created, P/G lines

and stripes might need to detour the inductors. In

addition, delivering power through P/G inductors is

much less efficient than that through wire-bonding

or TSVs with respect to the area utilization and power

efficiency [68]–[72]. Thus, inserting P/G inductors

inside the core area is almost impractical. For power

delivery in inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs, there-

fore, special-purpose TSVs are used in some applica-

tions [22].

Monolithic 3-D integration
Although TSVs and monolithic interlayer vias

(MIVs) have very different sizes (1–5 �m versus

0.1 �m), some of the design methodologies for TSV-

based could also be used for monolithic 3-D ICs.

Three-dimensional floorplanning. Three-dimen-

sional floorplanning for monolithic 3-D ICs could

be performed in two steps: 3-D floorplanning and

MIV insertion [73]. Differently from 3-D floorplan-

ning for TSV-based 3-D ICs in which TSV insertion

should be considered during 3-D floorplanning not

to cause any serious wirelength overhead in the final

TSV insertion step, 3-D floorplanning for monolithic

3-D ICs could perform 3-D floorplanning itself

without considering the locations of MIVs. This is

because MIVs are much smaller than TSVs, so MIV

insertion after 3-D floorplanning might not cause

serious wirelength overhead. However, 3-D routing

should still be considered during 3-D floorplanning

for wirelength minimization.

Most of the new 3-D floorplanning problems for

TSV-based 3-D ICs such as the two representative

3-D floorplanning problems (soft and bufferable 3-D

blocks) discussed in the section on TSV-based 3-D

integration also exist in the design of monolithic

3-D ICs. In addition, monolithic 3-D ICs have higher

power density than TSV-based 3-D ICs, so 3-D floor-

planning for monolithic 3-D ICs should optimize

heat removal much more effectively than that for

TSV-based 3-D ICs [40].

Three-dimensional placement. Three-dimen-

sional placement algorithms for TSV-based 3-D ICs

can also be used for monolithic 3-D ICs. A big

difference between them is that TSVs are large, so

the TSV count should be carefully controlled in the

design of TSV-based 3-D ICs. However, the size of an

MIV is similar to that of a local via, so the MIV count

may not need to be carefully controlled. For exam-

ple, when the die size is 1 mm� 1 mm, utilization is

70%, and the MIV size is 70 nm, the whitespace

existing in a layer of the layout can accommodate

approximately 15 million MIVs, which is almost infi-

nite. Thus, 3-D placement algorithms for monolithic

3-D ICs can first place cells without considering MIV

locations and then insert MIVs for each net during

routing. A 3-D placement algorithm for monolithic

3-D ICs is to use an existing 2-D placement tool with

uniform downscaling of cell locations and partition-

ing [30]. This design methodology preserves the

relative locations among the cells up to a certain

point, but does not guarantee optimality even if the

initial 2-D placement result is optimal. However, the

methodology is easy to use, so it could be used as a

baseline for comparison of 3-D placement algo-

rithms for monolithic 3-D ICs.

Three-dimensional placement for monolithic 3-D

ICs should also handle heat dissipation properly. Al-

though various design methodologies and algo-

rithms such as thermal via insertion and alignment

for heat dissipation have been developed for TSV-

based 3-D ICs [46], [47], there is almost no work on

thermal-aware 3-D placement algorithms for mono-

lithic 3-D ICs. For example, redundant MIV insertion

for efficient heat transfer and its relationship with

routing congestion has not been investigated yet.

Three-dimensional routing and clock tree syn-
thesis. Three-dimensional routing for TSV-based

3-D ICs can also be used for monolithic 3-D ICs. Both

of them routes 3-D nets through multiple routing

layers. However, 3-D routing for monolithic 3-D ICs

might not need to control the MIV count because

MIVs are sufficiently small. In this sense, MLOARST

or MLOARSMT algorithms that can take the number

of MIVs into account should be developed so that

3-D routing for TSV-based 3-D ICs can minimize the

TSV count if the TSV size is large and 3-D routing for

monolithic 3-D ICs can use sufficiently many MIVs

while minimizing the total wirelength.

Three-dimensional CTS algorithms for monolith-

ic 3-D ICs might not need prebond testability unless

each tier can be tested during manufacturing. Al-

though a few 3-D CTS algorithms have been used in

the literature [30], more general and effective 3-D

CTS algorithms that can balance the MIV count and

the clock tree wirelength need to be developed to

reduce the clock power.
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Three-dimensional power network design. Mo-

nolithic 3-D ICs have much higher cell density than

TSV-based or inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs. Thus,

3-D P/G network in monolithic 3-D ICs has a larger

impact on the quality of the 3-D ICs than that in

TSV-based or inductive-coupling-based 3-D ICs [74].

Especially, monolithic 3-D ICs have higher routing

congestion than other types of 3-D ICs because of

the highest cell density, but MIV insertion has a little

impact on the quality of monolithic 3-D ICs. There-

fore, P/G network topology generation and optimiza-

tion algorithms for monolithic 3-D ICs should focus

on reducing routing congestion while satisfying IR

drop constraints.

AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT of effort has been put on

3-D integration to achieve better performance, lower

power consumption, and smaller form factor, but

adoption of 3-D integration in the high-performance

and/or low-power semiconductor market has been

delayed for several years. The delay of the adoption

is due to various reasons such as the lack of appli-

cations, limitations 3-D integration inherently has,

and the lack of standards and CAD tools. To expedite

adoption of 3-D integration, more killer applications

that can fully exploit the benefits that 3-D integration

provides should be developed. In addition, 3-D ICs

have more serious heat density problems than 2-D

ICs, so more effective heat distribution and removal

technologies and algorithms need to be developed.

The actual amount of benefits that the papers on the

design of 3-D ICs obtained is not satisfactory, so more

effective and efficient design methodologies and

optimization algorithms for 3-D ICs should also be

developed. h
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